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Haiku Poetics in Twentieth-Century Avant-Garde Poetry is an im
portant book. Jeffrey Johnson has written a study of the haiku’s 

movements in French, and modernist poets and the Latin American 

erful influence upon western poetry for more than a century” and that 
modern poetry developed, in large part, from the lessons that Western 
poets gleaned from the form. This is a large claim, one that Johnson 
cannot quite prove — he cannot link influential poets like Hardy, Yeats, 
Frost, Moore, Auden, Thomas, Plath, Lowell, or Larkin to the form, 

how the haiku influenced the main currents of poetry in the last cen
tury, and it deepens our understanding of haiku in the West.

How did the haiku come to have such a reach? Johnson suggests several 
answers to this question. First, the haiku had a directness that was revo

of concrete particulars” and “the shock potential that could awaken ev

poets with a “counterbalance” to their own cultures, which were about 
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to tear themselves apart in two world wars. The historical moment made 

thetics that informed it. Third, through the technique of juxtaposition, 
the haiku suggested a new type of “synaesthetic” poetry. Haiku ignored 
“hierarchies of syntax and logic” in favour of something more intuitive. 
The form suggested a new way of seeing, “a viable model for pure po
etry” that proved irresistible to the poets who encountered it.

juxtaposed particulars” that they learned from the haiku, while Jack 

the main influence on gendai haiku. Johnson reminds us of how loopy 

they existed in the context of those years, deformed and betrayed life’s 

tinuous sequence of immediate experiences. They felt that artists must 

make themselves available to chance and recreate the very syntax of art 

and experience to accommodate this modern condition.

experience, to shock their readers through the form’s unexpected juxta
positions, and to suggest what lies beyond everyday reality in the space 

became a vehicle for the irrational and surprising:

 Le vent The wind
 Hésitant hesitating
 Roue une cigarrette d’air. rolls a cigarette of air

 L’automobile est vraiment lancée The automobile is truly fast
 Quatre têtes de martyrs four martyred heads
 Roulent sous les roues. move beneath it
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   Johnson also discusses directions that have not been explored fully 

masterful poems on his war experience:

 Deux levées de terre, Two mounds of earth,
 Deux réseaux de fil de fer: two nets of wires
 Deux civilisations. two civilizations.

 La mort dans le coeur, Death in the heart
 L’épouvante dans les yeux, the fear in the eyes
 Ils se sont élancés de la tranchée. they are scurrying through
        the trench

These poems suggest how to write haiku about events from within, not 
merely as a detached observer. Another road less taken is a metaphysi
cal haiku that treats ideas or speculation. Johnson’s discussion of Jorge 
Luis Borges suggests how such a haiku might look:

 Desde aquel día
 no he movido las piezas
 en el tablero. of the chessboard 

 La vieja mano This old hand
 sigue trazando versos continues to trace verses
 para el olvido. into oblivion

crete poetry, Antonio Machado’s lyricism, or Frederico García Lorca’s 
adaptation of haiku imagery in his theatrical work.
   However, haiku poets should be aware that the book has its limita
tions. Haiku Poetics does not provide a thorough study of haiku in the 

Johnson never mentions that William Carlos Williams wrote haiku, 

a Blackbird” may be the most successful adaptation of the form into 
English, or that James Merrill wrote a moving tribute to a friend who 
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bled in the form at various points of his career. Haiku poets should 
also realize that Johnson is more interested in poetics than haiku. He 
will veer away from actual haiku to explore how the haiku’s techniques 
and subject matter were adapted for longer, more famous poems. Ezra 
Pound’s Cantos, Allen Ginsberg’s Howl, H.D.’s lyrics, and the longer 

favour of a discussion of techniques that the form inspired.  
   That said, there is much in Haiku Poetics in Twentieth-Century Avant-
Garde Poetry
recommend hunting down a copy at a local college library if the price 
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devoted to Virgilio in that volume is one of the longest (only John 
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